OVER 50 YEARS AND STILL ON THE JOB.

WALKER CHUCKS ARE BUILT TO LAST. AND LAST. AND LAST.

Service Network (SNI) of Worcester, MA knows quality chucks. The company has over 23 years of experience in the design, build and remanufacture of precision grinding machines. SNI's reputation for excellence is worldwide with end users in North America, Europe, the Middle East and Asia.

SNI receives grinding machines that have been out in the precision bearing industry for 20 to 25 years. SNI remanufactures the machines, adding the latest technology controls — giving them another 20 years of life. Since 1984, SNI has seen quite a few long lasting Walker Chucks on the machines they remanufacture. In fact, according to SNI Chief Engineer, Fran Banfill, they come across Walker Chucks still operational after 25 or 30 years all the time.

LIFE AFTER DEATH.

Recently, SNI discovered a Walker chuck that — so far — is the granddaddy of them all. The rotary surface grinder SNI is currently working on was built new in the early 1950's. Over 50 years later, the Walker Chuck on the grinder is still operational.

SNI is also working on another rotary surface grinder, a brother to this machine that was built around the same time. When finished, it will be delivered to the Far East. The chuck on it was basically in working condition but because of full warranty issues in the customer's home country, SNI decided to have OS Walker rebuild it to A1 condition. Otherwise, it was an operational chuck.

THE SECRET TO A LONG LIFE.

Chief Engineer Banfill's experience in the machining industry — and his relationship with OS Walker began in the 1970's. Mr. Banfill said, "Walker has excellent product, excellent design, engineering and technical support. I don't have any warranty issues. They respond very well. They respect our needs. They are pretty doggone good."

Perhaps the "secret" to long life is doing everything "pretty doggone good."

“W”alker has excellent product, excellent design, engineering and technical support. I don’t have any warranty issues. They respond very well. They respect our needs. They are pretty doggone good.”

- Service Network Chief Engineer, Fran Banfill

These new Walker Chucks have a long, long life ahead of them.
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